
Key Science Ideas: 
 

PHYSIOLOGY 
 

(say: fizz – ee – AH – lah - gee) 
 
 

science of how living bodies work 

 
Say it like this:  

 
ply-ah-deez 

 
Pleiades is a 
constellation of 

stars that appears 
in Hawai‘i in 

October. 
 

 
Hawaiians have 
always been 

highly 
competitive & 
skillful people. 
For 100s of 

years they have 
played at 

physical, as well 
as mentally 

challenging games 
of skill. The 

Makahiki Festival 
like the summer 
Olympics, drew 
1,000s upon 

1,000s of people 
from all of the 
neighbor islands.

Science our 

THE PLEIADES RISE 
by Sophia Schweitzer 
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 IT STARTS WITH THE STARS 
As soon as the constellation or group of stars called Nā hiku o Makali‘i  
(meaning seven little eyes) appeared in the eastern sky at sunset, the 
Hawaiians knew that it was Makahiki season.  In fact, Makahiki means 
movement of the eyes in Hawaiian.  In Greek, this constellation is known 
as Pleiades and its movement in the sky happens right around the end 
of the month we know as October, until the end of January. 
 
SHARING NATURE’S ABUNDANCE 
When Nā hiku o Makali‘i appeared it was a time for Hawaiians to honor 
their god Lono.  Lono is the Hawaiian god of fertility, harvest and peace.  
The people showed respect for Lono by not fighting and presenting 
ho’okupu or offerings to his representative, their chief.  At the beginning 
of the Makahiki season, the ali‘i or leaders of each island would travel 
clockwise around each island to every ahupua‘a collecting taxes from 
the people.  These are not taxes like we think of them today, because 
Hawaiians did not use money.  Taxes were resources that were 
important to survival.  Each ahupua’a would give those things it made 
best like big taro, strong fishing nets, or the best fish.  The leaders stored 
some of these offerings for the future in case of disasters like hurricanes 
or famine, but they re-distributed much for everyone to celebrate with. 

MAKAHIKI CONTINUES 
TODAY 

The Royal Court appearing 
at the ancient Hawaiian 

village, Pu'uhonua o 
Honaunau 

(Place of Refuge) during 
the Aloha Festivals. 
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Not all the games 
were for men. 

There was no kapu 
against wahine 

surfing at Makahiki. 
The wahine 

dominated wai 
pu'u one, a surf 

event in which the 
object was to catch 
a wave all the way 
to shore, beyond a 
sand bar, and into 

a river. 

 

What our Kumu 
say today: 
 

"For the Hawaiian 
people, it's a must to 
know what the 
Makahiki was all 
about, Makahiki is 
not only a time of 
celebration and 
sports.” – Rudy 
Mitchell, Historian 
 

"It renews our 
connection to the land 
and natural elements, 
humbling us, and 
giving us cause to 
show respect."                 
- Davianna McGregor, 
Professor 

GAMES of FITNESS 
Because Makahiki honors Lono, a peaceful god, the warriors had to stop 
fighting out of respect for him, but they still had to stay in shape, so 
many games focused on skills & strength.  There were quiet games like 
checkers & spinning tops, or word games.  But many games were for 
physical fitness & for leaders to show their strength.  One game called 
KUKINI was a competition to find the fastest runner on the island.  The 
object of the game is to see how fast someone can run from the 
mountain to the ocean and grab a fish.  He then has to run back to his 
starting point with the fish still alive in his hand!   

Other popular MAKAHIKI games are: LONO MAKA IHI where bamboo 
spears are thrown to stick into targets placed on banana tree trunks; 
KILU where gourds & coconuts are split in half, then skillfully spun onto 
a large mat so it stops closest to an upright peg or cylinder. ULUMAIKA 
is played with perfectly shaped 5 inch stones which are rolled a distance 
of 30 feet to 2 pegs placed 1 foot apart.  And POLOLU SLIDE is a form 
of combat using long spears, called tripping sticks, which were slid 
forcefully along the ground. The object was to have the spears stop 
accurately between 4 bamboo pegs. Warriors did this to practice 
knocking their enemies to the ground by tripping them, in order to have 
them at their mercy.  But MOKOMOKO (boxing) was the main event of 
the Makahiki games.  The boxers would fight toe to toe, no gloves, and 
no holds barred, and there wasn't any stopping until one of them hit the 
ground. They fought, sometimes, to the death. 

FEASTS                   
In ancient times Hawaiians enjoyed feasts to celebrate having plenty, 
just like we feast at Thanksgiving.  However, most Hawaiians then were 
healthier people.  Today, researchers believe it is eating modern foods - 
not overeating – that causes many Hawaiians to have more diseases 
than average. Modern foods are high in fat and cholesterol, unlike 
traditional foods.  Now there is a diet called The Waianae Diet that helps 
people lose weight fast & have healthier bodies. The main foods of this 
diet are the same as those eaten in old Hawaii – taro, poi, sweet 
potatoes, yams, breadfruit, assorted greens, seaweed, fruit, small 
amounts of fish and occasionally chicken are what Hawaiians used to 
eat to stay healthy. Even at Makahiki feasts, these same foods were 
eaten.  While more food was available, the games of fitness kept 
Hawaiians from getting too heavy and at risk of losing in battles. 
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